ADRIAN GRENIER AND KAITLIN DOUBLEDAY STAR IN
‘CHRISTMAS AT GRACELAND: HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS’
A NEW, ORIGINAL MOVIE PREMIERING NOVEMBER 23, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL
Part of the Network’s Annual “Countdown to Christmas” Programming Event,
Celebrating its 10th Anniversary in 2019
STUDIO CITY, CA – September 27, 2019 –Adrian Grenier (“Entourage,” Marauders) AND
Kaitlin Doubleday (“Nashville,” “Empire”) bring the holiday spirit to rock legend Elvis Presley’s
famed estate as they star in “Christmas at Graceland: Home for the Holidays,” a new,
original movie premiering Saturday, November 23 (8 p.m. ET/PT), on Hallmark Channel as
part of the network’s beloved, number one-rated programming event, “Countdown to
Christmas,” celebrating its 10th anniversary this year. Hallmark Channel is historically the #1
television network in all of Q4. Entertainment industry legend and Graceland steward Priscilla
Presley makes a special appearance in this Hallmark holiday romance, shot on location at
Graceland Mansion in Memphis.
World-traveler Harper Ellis (Doubleday) returns to Memphis for the holidays to stay with
her family and interview for an overseas position at a museum. While there, she takes an au
pair position for wealthy widow Owen Reed (Grenier) while she awaits news about the museum
job. Though Harper’s spontaneity and Owen’s love of structure initially clash, the two feel an
undeniable spark. Harper encourages Owen to break out of his routine and spend more time
with his children, while Owen encourages Harper to have confidence. Harper and Owen even
prepare for a joint event at Graceland featuring a fundraiser for Owen’s company and an exhibit
on Elvis at Christmas Harper is producing for Priscilla Presley. When Harper and Owen develop
romantic feelings for each other, and Harper realizes how much she enjoys living close to
family, she must decide if she will make her home for the holidays her forever home.
“Christmas in Graceland: Home for the Holidays” is produced by Team Two
Entertainment. J.J. Jamieson serves as the executive producer. Dustin Rikert is the producer.
Eric Close directed from a script by Nicole Baxter.
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